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Abstract - -Th is  paper discusses the critical temperature (control parameter) ofan annealed neural 
network, a typical collective computation for combinatorial optimization problems. 
It is shown that the theoretical critical temperatures determined by our estimation agree with those 
derived by computational experiments in graph partitioning problems and in the travelling salesman 
problem. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the key points of artificial intelligence is how to solve large scale combinatorial optimization 
problems in a reasonable time. Collective computation is known as a solution method for such 
problems. It is a massively parallel distributed computation by a network of a huge number of 
primitive computing elements. Neural networks, Boltzmann machines, and genetic algorithms 
are typical examples of collective computation [1-3]. 
Just as in condensed matter physical systems, collective phenomena or critical phenomena exist 
in the collective computation with respect o some control parameter or '%emperature". 
This paper discusses the critical temperature of the "annealed" Boltzmann machine or the 
annealed neural network (mean-field approximation model) derived from a stochastic optimization 
model of the original combinatorial optimization problem [4-6]. 
Annealing in physical matter systems trongly relates to the critical temperature. The system 
could not arrive at the ground state (globally minimum energy state, ordered state) without 
annealing, i.e., careful control of the temperature in the neighborhood ofthis critical temperature. 
The situation in the simulated annealing for combinatorial optimization is similar to that in 
physical matter systems [7]. The estimation of the critical temperature is essentially important 
to get high quality of solution (convergence to the globally optimum state) and to increase the 
computation efficiency. 
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2. STOCHAST IC  COLLECTIVE COMPUTATION ALGORITHM 
FOR D ISCRETE OPT IMIZAT ION 
Let the original discrete optimization problem be 
E(x) ~ min 
{x:xex} 
X: discrete state space, E: cost or "energy" function. 
A stochastic model of the original discrete optimization problem is formulated as follows [6]: 
Ep(x)E(x)  ~ rain , 
(~} {p(~):xex} 
with constraints 
- E p(x) log p(x) = H, (constant) 
p(x) = 1, 0 < p(x) < 1, ~ • x .  
This is a dual problem of the maximum entropy principle. 
Its solution is represented by 
1 f E(~) / p(x) = ~ exp ~-- - -~-.  • (I) 
T is a Lagrange multiplier for the entropy constraint and called "temperature", and it is zero if 
H = 0 and is a monotone increasing function of H. It is shown that 
lim <E)T  = Emin, 
T--*0 
l ima 2 = 0, 
T--.0 
where (E)T and a~, are the mean value of E and the variance of E with respect o the distribu- 
tion (1) [3]. 
So we can solve the problem by a sequence of stationary Markov processes with equilibrium 
distributions (1) parameterized byT (temperature). A simulated annealing algorithm determines 
the sequence of stationary Markov processes by control schedule or annealing schedule of the 
temperature T.
Assume the objective or "energy" function is such that 
E(x) = E Z a'jx'xi + E b,x,, a,, = 0, (2) 
i j#i i 
X~ = 0 or 1. 
We evaluate the optimal solution by the mean state <x / instead of the random state x itself. 
Applying the mean field approximation by which the correlation between x~ and xj, (x~xj) is 
approximated by <x~)<xj), it is shown that the necessary condition for optimal expected state to 
satisfy is [4-6,8] 
<B,> = ~ 2a,~ <~j) + b~, 
i 1[ { 
(x i>=5 l+tanh  - , (3) 
i= l , . . . ,n  
can be adopted. 
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As a computation algorithm to solve (3), "neural net" like dynamics, 
at  = - (B~) + 2 a~j (x j )  + b~ , 
(x~)=~ l+tanh  - , (4) 
i ---- 1, ... ,n 
can be adopted. 
This is the same dynamics as that of Hopfield's neural network. (B~) and <xi) correspond to 
input and output of the {th neuron, respectively. However, the existence of the temperature or
control parameter is emphasized in our algorithm, and equation (4) is called the annealed neural 
network or the mean field approximation model. 
3. CRITICAL TEMPERATURE 
IN THE MEAN FIELD APPROXIMATION 
A typical example of critical phenomenon i  the graph partitioning problem solved by mean 
field approximation is shown in Figure 1. The graph partitioning problem is formulated as a 
discrete optimization with quadratic objective or energy function E(x), x~j = 0 or 1, i = 1,. . . ,  N, 
j = 1, . . . ,  B, where xij = 1 if and only if the i th node belongs to the j th block. It can be solved 
by mean field approximation (4) in which the solution is represented by mean states (x~j), for 
each temperature T. See Section 4.1 for details. Figures la and lb show the optimal mean 
states (x) and the optimal energy E for each T, respectively. These graphs indicate somewhat 
drastic changes in (x) and E at some temperature (critical temperature) Tc. Annealing means a 
way of careful decrease of temperature. From this example, it may be understood that the reason 
why the annealing process is required is due to the existence of critical phenomena. 
From several experiments, ome facts have been known. First, the solution under annealing 
starting from lower temperature than critical one Tc is worse compared with the solution under 
annealing starting from higher temperature than Tc. 
Second, the final solution (at T _~ 0) is independent of the starting temperatures a  far as they 
are higher than T~. 
Third, the better esult is obtained if we calculate the solution more carefully in the neighbor- 
hood of Tc. 
So, the estimation ofthe critical temperature is very important both for accuracy and efficiency 
of the computation. 
The dynamics (4) is also described as follows: 
d(B) 
dt = I((B)), (5) 
where 
f,((B))=-(B,)+a,+Za,jtanh{-~--T) }, 
J 
ai = Za i i  + b~, i = 1, . . . ,n.  (6) 
J 
Its equilibrium state is as follows: 
J 
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Figure I. Mean states and mean energy in a graph partitioning problem. (a) Mean 
states {x~) for each temperature T. (b) Mean energy E for each temperature T. 
The dynamics (5) for each T, may have many equilibrium states, in which some are stable and 
others unstable. Starting from a stable equilibrium state at higher temperature, it moves along 
a branch of stable equilibrium states with the temperature going down. At some temperature, 
its stability is lost and it moves or jumps to other branches of stable equilibrium states; that is, 
bifurcation will occur. 
An equilibrium state (7) of system (5) is stable if the Jacobian matrix at the state 
Of 2 ,. OD I = AD- I ,  D=diag(Ixl l -(xl) 2 ..,(xn)-(xn) 2) (8) 
has only negative igenwlues. When the maximum eigenvalue of (8) crosses zero, at some tern- 
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perature its stability will be lost because of the temperature going down. We can take that 
temperature to be critical temperature [6,9]. 
The Jacobian matrix (8) is approximated by 
_ i  
where (B> is solution of 
(~} = ~ + ~-6tanh { -  <2-~ } , (10) 
1 -5=-Eo~i,  a=Ae+b, e=[1,...,1]', 
n i 
= i  so,  oAe" 
n i 
Equation (10) is the average quation of (7) in a sense, and it is shown that (B) is close to the 
average value of (Bi) in many cases in the range of temperature higher than the critical one. 
The maximum eigenvalue of the approximate Jacobian matrix (9) changes its sign from negative 
to positive at the following temperature Tc if T decreases from T > Tc to T < To: 
2To r,~, 1 - tanh 2 2"2~ - 1 = 0, (11) 
or 
rc  = - - -T  2To ' 
)~min is the minimum eigenvalue of A = [aij] and since we assume a i i=  0, Vi, in .4 = [aij], .4 is 
indefinite and )~min < 0. 
PROPERTY 1. The equation with parameter (B) 
T = 1 - tanh2 { -  (-~T}  (13) 
has no solution T except a trivial one, 0, for sufficiently large (B) > 0, and if the value of (B} 
is reduced gradually starting from a sufficiently large value, the equation will have a nontrivial 
solution To at (B)0 for the first time: 
To = 1 - tanh 2 - -~o  ' 
To ~ (~)  ~ O.9. (15) = 0.6, o = 
See Figure 2. Also, 
)~min T~ = - - -To  ~ -0.3~min, 
2 
2 <S>0 = -°'45~mi" (16) 
is a corresponding nontrivial solution of the equation 
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Figure 2. Right side of (13) (dashed line) and ]eft side (solid line). 
2 1 - tanh 2 - (17) 
and there is no nontrivial solution of (17) for 
PROPERTY 2. Equation (17) has two solutions for each/B) </B)c,  
as shown in Figure 3. This solution curve is called the critical temperature curve. Tc 1 belongs to 
the upper branch and Tc 2 belongs to the lower branch of the critical temperature curve. 
PROPERTY 3. Assuming c~ ---6 > 0, (B)(T) being the solution or trajectory of (10) is monotone 
increasing with T in the positive domain of/B/; that is, 
~>0,  
dT 
for (B} = ~ + a-6tanh { -  (2B--~T) } (10) 
and for (B} > 0. 
From these properties, we have the following. 
PROPERTY 4. If the trajectory (B)(T) of equation (10) crosses the critical temperature curve at 
(B}e < (B)~ (-- 0.45)~min) and Te > To* (= 0.3Amin), the critical temperature Tc belongs to the 
upper branch (T~) of the critical temperature curve and 
)~min 
----'~-- > Tc > T c, (-0.5•min > Tc > --0.3Amin) • 
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Figure 3. Critical temperature curve: equation (17). 
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Figure 4. Critical temperature curve (17) and trajectories of (10), (B)(T). (Cross 
point of (17) and (10) determines critical temperature.) 
This cross-point is indicated by P1 in Figure 4. On the other hand, if the trajectory (B)(T) of 
equation (10) crosses the critical temperature curve at (B)c < (B)~ and Tc < T~, the critical 
temperature Tc belongs to the lower branch (T~ 2) and 
T e > Tc > 0, (-0.3Amin > Tc > 0). 
The cross-point is indicated by P2 in Figure 4. 
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These properties assure that equations (10) and (17), 
(B~ = ~ + ~-6tanh { -  (2B-~T) } ,  (10) 
- - -~-  1 - tanh  2 - (17) 
can be solved by the Newton-Raphson method and the critical temperature can usually be de- 
termined by this solution. 
4. EXAMPLES 
4.1. Graph Part i t ioning Prob lem (GPP)  
A graph partitioning problem is that of finding a partition of the node set of a graph into 
blocks which are most weakly coupled and closest in size to each other. It is a combinatorial 
optimization problem and it can be formulated as a discrete optimization problem with energy 
function E(x): 
N B N B N B 
i , j~ i  k-~l i , j~ i  k= l  i= l  k ,m~k 
1, if ith node belongs to jth block, 
xij = 0, otherwise. 
Our example problem is partitioning a graph with 20 nodes into three blocks (N -~ 20, B = 3). 
The number of mean state variables (xii) in the mean field approximation is 60 (20 x 3), 
and ~ = 110.0, a ° -- 316.1, and - - )~min/2 ---- 7.209. 
Figure 5a shows the critical temperature curve and the trajectory of equation (10). The cross 
point of them gives us the critical temperature 6.25. Figure 5b shows the computational result 
and the critical temperature determined experimentally is 5.6. 
4.2. Travelling Salesman Prob lem (TSP) 
The travelling salesman problem is that of finding a nonrecurrent sequence of cities with min- 
imum distance, starting from a city and going back to the same city without duplication. 
This combinatorial optimization problem is formulated as a discrete optimization problem with 
energy function E(x): 
i j# i  a i "  a 
1, if i th city is in Cg th location in the sequence, 
x~a = 0, otherwise. 
Our example is a TSP with 10 cities and the total number of variables is 100. It has ~ = 15.93, 
a ° = 17.93, and -Amin/2 = 1.011. 
Figure 6a shows that the theoretical critical temperature, which is determined by cross point of 
the lower branch of critical temperature curve and the trajectory of equation (10), is about 0.28. 
Figure 6b shows the computational result and the experimental critical temperature may be 
about 0.26, which is very close to the theoretical one, 0.28. 
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Figure 5. Estimation of critical temperature and MFA (mean filed approximation) so- 
lution in GPP. (a) Estimation of critical temperature. (b) MFA solution of (3), (Bi). 
5. CONCLUSION 
Our  simple estimations of critical temperatures for rather small sized graph partitioning prob- 
lems and TSP  show good agreement with the experimental critical temperatures obtained by 
computational experiments. 
Critical phenomena are somewhat  macroscopic phenomena (i.e., order is a macroscopic concept 
of the system and critical phenomena are regarded as order-disorder transitions). It may  be 
necessary to make  a macroscopic model of the original microscopic level of the system. Although 
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Figure 6. Estimation of critical temperature and MFA (mean field approximation) 
solution in TSP. (a) Estimation of critical temperature. (b) MFA solution of (3), 
(BO. 
we discussed the critical phenomena from the microscopic point of view, we should build a 
macroscopic model to discuss the critical phenomena of large-scale combinatorial optimization 
problems. 
Although sometimes an analogy between combinatorial optimization problems and spin glass 
models in condensed matter physics is emphasized, the combinatorial optimization problem might 
not be as complex as the spin glass model. It has somewhat regular properties, and we could 
discuss its analytical or regular properties. These properties would contribute to developing a
more accurate and more efficient algorithm. 
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